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Behavior, Society, and  The Necklace 

Guy de Maupassant’s timeless story of love, joy, and horror is one of the most widely read classics of all 

time. This short story, entitled ‘The Necklace’, features a young maiden, her husband, and a good friend of theirs. 

The plot goes as follows: The poor woman, whose name is Mathilde, is invited to a prestigious party by her 

husband’s company. Of course, she is thrilled, as any simple maiden would be, until she realized that she simply 

could not go; at least, not without a gorgeous dress to wear. Why, she would be the laughing stock of the party in 

her rags! So, because he is an understanding man, her husband agrees to sacrifice his new-rifle funds in order to 

purchase Mathilde a new dress, along with a pair of lovely shoes. However, even after an expensive shopping spree, 

the woman is still despaired and far from satisfied. She proclaims that she simply cannot go to the party- sound 

familiar?- without a necklace. Why, (you guessed it!) she would be the laughing stock of the party with her bare 

neck! A perfect fool! Now, herein lies the problem: The young couple has already given up their luxuries to acquire 

the dress and shoes; they can barely eat, not to mention purchasing new jewels for a one-time party. Nevertheless, 

Mathilde refuses to attend unless she finds the most beautiful piece of artistry to wear around her neck. Rather than 

submitting himself to poverty and starvation, her husband suggests that Mathilde pay a visit to her old friend, 

Madame Forestier; you see, this friend had a fine supply of jewelry, and although it was not a large collection, each 

piece was gorgeous. Mathilde agrees, and, long story short, she has the time of her life at the party. She dances the 

night away, all the while receiving compliments on the string of diamonds she had chosen from her good friend’s 

collection. The necklace, it seemed, combined with her new dress and shoes, transformed her into a modern-day 

Cinderella. That is, until the party was over. In an effort to avoid being seen in her peasant’s coat, not nearly as fine 

and glamourous as her previous attire, Mathilde makes a run for the exit as soon as the party is over. In her haste, 

she neglected to notice that the precious stones has been misplaced. This, once realized, caused great uproar within 

the household; even so, they knew that they had to take action. So, they searched for the necklace everywhere 
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imaginable, and then some; all to no avail. Finally, to avoid confronting Madame Forestier, Mathilde’s husband 

advises her to lie to her dear friend. They devised a plan, and after telling Madame Forestier that the necklace clasp 

had broken and was in for repair, they began looking for a replacement. After many trials, they found a replacement; 

the downside, was that it cost more than they could even dream of paying. Even so, it was inevitable: They had to 

do it. Ten years of hunger, sickness, and homelessness later, Mathilde met with her old friend in the park. As they 

conversed, Mathilde decided to confess the troubles she had with the necklace, along with the money and time that 

she and her husband spent paying off their many loans. To this Madame Forstister wearily replied, “It was false,” 

causing much angst, as you might imagine, to Mathilde! Now, it seems that the irony of this situation could have 

been prevented- along with ten years of work and poverty- if only Mathilde would have been willing to admit her 

mistake, rather than making up a lie about it. Or, to go further back: If she hadn’t felt such a strong desire to look 

the best, or as if she needed the necklace in order to be beautiful. As you can now see, behaviors found in society 

are represented in ‘The Necklace’. These behaviors- the desire to have expensive things, the resistance to admit 

mistakes, and the habit of lying by blaming our wrongdoings on others- can have very negative consequences, but 

are shown in the story and through the world nonetheless. The question is, why? 

In this story, it is obvious that both Mathilde and Madame Forestier love to feel elegant and expensive. 

The only difference is that Mathilde cannot afford to wear designer jewelry and costly fur coats, while her friend 

can support this kind of lifestyle. As you can see, this desire to feel expensive and beautiful is linked to having 

material things- expensive, beautiful things, such as diamond necklaces. This behavior and desire is shown in the 

story, but it can also be seen throughout day-to-day life in the 21st century; with fidget spinners, Adidas shoes, and 

the most expensive iPhones, it’s easy to find the trends. However, discovering the meaning behind the trends and 

how they came to be can become a much more daunting task. To relieve some of this confusion, you can observe 

the reasons behind these ‘expensive’ behaviors from the viewpoint of Mathilde: She’s not popular or rich, but 

wearing those jewels made her feel like a higher member of society. She felt as if she was treated than she would 

have been if she had shown up in peasant's clothes, and as if she finally fit in and belonged with the upper class. If 

she had gone to the party in her old clothes, that probably would have been acceptable; still, she did not want to be 

simply acceptable. Nor was presentable a look she was willing to wear; an expensive dress was better than her 

previous state, but still she wanted more. A dress paired with new shoes would have been perfectly fine, and was 
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most likely the attire of the other members of the party- but, no. Mathilde was willing to pay to be the best looking 

girl in the room, even if it was only for a few hours. During the time after the party, it became obvious that the 

necklace was only a ‘status symbol’, as one website put it; The Atlantic even stated that “"Psychologists call this 

habituation, economists call it declining marginal utility, and the rest of us call it marriage” when wanting 

something makes us happier than when we have actually used it. After all, the necklace had no benefits to Mathilde 

after the party, especially after it had disappeared. Even so, her irrational choices were fueled by the fear of 

middle-class living. She wanted to feel noticed, appreciated, and beautiful; she wanted to feel important, and she 

wanted other people to look at her as important, too. When she stepped out of the ballroom, the despair she felt 

could have been prevented; when we judge our self-worth based on our possessions, things tend to go south quite 

rapidly. Overall, for everything that the diamond symbolizes- longevity, durability, and clarity- using a string of 

false diamonds to judge your soul is about as effective as trusting them to make you popular. You may be laughing 

at the metaphor- using something unimportant and deceptive- to judge your self-worth and the importance of 

others. But, when you look at the situation from the standpoint of today, with the release of the latest new shoes or 

phones, we might be left to wonder: Aren’t we doing the same? 

America has a sort-of stigma from other countries- a stereotype, in a way, that Americans are rich, 

irresponsible, and stingy. ‘The Necklace’ was not written in America, nor were it’s characters American, but the 

‘vibes’ coming from all three main characters, intentional or not, is that they themselves fit the American 

stereotype: rich, irresponsible, and stingy. Mathilde and her husband are not rich, exactly, but they behave in a way 

that could convince you otherwise. Incredibly proud for peasants, Mathilde was never satisfied with even the most 

costly luxuries, while her husband nearly sacrificed their lives rather than putting his pride in jeopardy. Madame 

Forestier is a less severe example, as she is rich but not as stingy as the others; she only grows impatient until the 

new, replacement necklace is delivered. She, most likely, would have been much less agitated if she knew the 

reason and the cost behind her necklace! But, what would the outcome have been if Mathilde and her husband 

would have simply admitted to losing the necklace? Perhaps they would still have to replace it, but it would take 

much less suffering if they knew the worth of what they were dealing with. This situation, as ironic as it is, takes 

place even today. It could be an employee at a business, telling their boss that an assignment was complete when it 

wasn’t, and sacrificing the night’s sleep to get it done. The irony may or may not take place, but the employee 
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could have shown up the next day, handed in the work, and learned that it was not due yet, it was only a progress 

report. Wouldn’t it have been better to just tell the truth? Or, take the case of a child, the other way around: They 

might say that their homework is done, when it isn’t, but they would pay the price, not by getting in trouble, but by 

failing a pop-quiz the next day. If we know that there could be negative consequences to actions such as these, then 

why do we continue to give in to our prideful ways? It could be because we believe we are one type of person- the 

type of person who would never lose a necklace, never procrastinate, never skip homework to play with friends- and 

so we have to bend the truth in order to keep thinking of ourselves in that way. Or, we know that there will be 

dissonance if we confront our mistakes and the people they hurt, so we choose to avoid that discomfort instead. The 

self-esteem, power, and control that we  think  we gain by protecting our pride at the expense of others, is really just 

our refusal to take responsibility and apologize. To apologize, you must admit that you did something wrong 

instead of rationalizing your actions with an excuse, lying about the situation, or blaming someone else. We 

recognize those behaviors as disrespectful, and yet, we still continue to act them out day after day. It looks as if 

taking responsibility is our only chance at becoming an honest nation, but that will all depend on society’s 

willingness to admit their faults and repent. 

 Directly linked to admitting our mistakes is the process the admitting that, yes,  we  made the mistake. 

Taking responsibility is no doubt a difficult task, but it is a necessary evil in avoiding a fate such as that of 

Mathilde and her husband. We have already recognized that by saying that the clasp was broken on the necklace, 

and that it was in for repair- lying- they began their journey into trouble. If only Mathilde would have taken 

responsibility, right then and there! But, instead, they chose to shift the blame onto the necklace, and even back to 

Madame Forestier herself: by suggesting that the necklace had a faulty clasp from the beginning, it may have 

sounded like they were blaming the owner of the necklace for the inconvenience of having it break and the cost of 

having it repaired. This inference is based on Mathilde’s behavior towards the end of the story, when she blames 

Madame Forestier for all the time that she and her husband had spent paying back the necklace; but, really, whose 

fault is it? Because Mathilde refused to take the blame, we cannot know whether Madame Forester would have been 

cruel or understanding. Still, I think that everyone would agree that any outcome led by admittance would have 

been more beneficial than the ten years of pain brought on by blame. Blaming other people may seem to have some 

temporary benefits, such as avoiding attention, guilt, discomfort, confrontation, and vulnerability. In the long run, 
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though, all roads lead to pain when you choose to blame someone else, whether they were in any way involved or 

not. For an example, let’s say that you cooked fish in the company break room microwave. There is an unspoken 

rule that you should never do that, because the room will smell fishy for weeks, but you were hungry so you did it 

anyway. Later, you regret that decision, because everyone is complaining of the stench, and guessing who it was. To 

shift any suspicion from yourself, you decide to say that you saw your coworker eating fish- your coworker, the new 

one, who you never talk to and who always looks nervous anyway. Now, you might have temporarily avoided some 

of the previously mentioned troubles- attention, guilt, discomfort, confrontation, vulnerability- but what will 

happen in the end? The break room will smell for a few weeks, but the effects of your choice could last much longer. 

What happens, say, when the coworker finds out that it was you who unfairly placed the blame? Confrontation is a 

given, and it surely won’t be comfortable. Attention and vulnerability will all bounce back to you, and you will 

feel very guilty, both for cooking the fish and for blaming an innocent coworker. Especially if the boss decides to 

show the security tape! 

As you can see, the behaviors that are shown throughout the necklace- the desire to have expensive things, 

the resistance to admit mistakes, and the habit of lying by blaming our wrongdoings on others- can have very 

negative consequences. We still do them, and for many reasons, but the long-term consequences often out weight 

any temporary benefits that  might seem to exist. So, the next time you are tempted to try something that Mathilde 

might do, just remember: Things aren’t alway what they seem, and lying isn’t worth the trouble!  
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